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Roblox minigames secret room

These new Epic Minigames codes will reward you with a free twitter pet and twitter bird effect be sure to redeem while they still apply:TWEETTWEET: Redeem this code for Twitter Bird Pet.TWEETSTWEETS: Redeem this code for Twitter Birds Effect.How to redeem Epic Minigames codes?redeem codes for Roblox Epic Minigames click on the store icon and the screen will appear and you can enter the
codes in the blank blue area : Roblox Epic Minigames codes Where is the secret room in the epic minigames? When you enter a secret room, you will be rewarded with a secret Finder badge, the Secret Room is located across the hatch in the ground near the lighthouse and is behind the pink door. You can open the pink door after you find and click on the 5 hats that are hidden around the map. About Epic
MinigamesEpic Minigames is the famous Roblox game, which was created in July 2015 by TypicalType, the game has reached more than 1 billion visits and favored more than 4 million players. Epic Minigames goal is to play mini games and win in order to earn coins and buy more devices, pets and effects that will make your character amazing. You can follow the developer on Twitter to get the latest
updates on the game, and join the disagreement server to engage and chat with other players. Other Roblox GamesFor more free Stuff feel free to check out the Roblox Promocodes list, and also check our blog for the latest updated Roblox game codes like these: Roblox Epic Minigames Codes Our Roblox Epic Minigames Codes List has the most up-to-date list of work codes that you can redeem for
some free effects, pets, and titles. These codes don't necessarily improve your game, but you'll look good with new cosmetics you can equip! Epic Minigames Codes List Here's a look at all currently available codes in Epic Minigames. Be sure to check frequently because we will update this post whenever there are more codes! Epic Minigames Active Codes Redeem this code for Twitter Bird Pet:
TWEETTWEET Redeem this code for Twitter Birds Effect: TWEETSTWEETS Expired codes Unfortunately, these codes are obsolete and you will not be able to redeem them as a reward. We included them here just to keep a list of what's been added to the game in the past. Redeem this code for Shuriken device: ninjastar Redeem this code for Nessie Pet: LochNess Redeem this code for Neon Tiger Pet:
Epic1Bil Redeem this code for Eggy Name: HappyEaster2020 Valentines2020 Standard Energy ScaryTunes Melody Plate Slurp As mentioned in the introduction, these codes are for cosmetics only and will not necessarily help in games. They are more for fun and make your character look good when you are heading to some fun little games that you can play! Equip your character with a pet, title and new
effect that will go to your friends and enemies. How to redeem codes in Epic Minigames Entering codes into Epic Minigames is a little confusing, but not too hard to figure out! Look at the bright when you press that then look at the Enter code area which is bright blue and can be found in the upper right corner of the screen: Click enter the code box and enter one of the codes from below. Once you enter it
correctly, just press Enter and you'll get a reward! Description of the game Welcome to Epic Minigames, where you can enjoy a selection of 101 unique and exciting mini-games, leveling and earning coins every time you win. Spend coins on equipment, pets, effects and other cool things that will make your character more amazing. Get Roblox codes and news as soon as we add them according to our PGG
Roblox Twitter account! Comments Share The Secret Room is located across a hatch in the ground near the lighthouse and is behind a pink door. This door is closed and can only be opened if the player clicks on five hats hidden around the map. When a player enters the room for the first time, they receive the Secret Finder badge. The door is open only to the player who clicked on all the hats. For players
who have not done so, the door will be closed, even if someone else has already opened it. The door isn't permanently open, even if you have a badge. When you connect to another server or reconnect to the server you were currently on, you'll need to click again and find your hats to reopen the secret room. You have to click on the hat, not stand on it. Hat Locations Bi-colored Fedora - behind the rock
that is to the right of the slide above the Skull water - on two boxes by the campfire above the rubbing Horned bucket hat - hangs on a remote post of the doc opposite the mine hat image - inside a red tent that is in a campsite near the Rainbow lighthouse-colored creator's hat - inside the leaderboard building on a tall plant Once you've clicked all the hats , the pink door opens and the player can enter the
secret room. Video Guide to ROBLOX Epic Minigames | How to enter the secret room visual guide to the Goat Secrets of Roblox Epic Minigames Justin bieber Ashley x typical community content is available in cc-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Share Current Former Egg Hunt 2019 Precision from December 26, 2020 Epic Minigames is a round based minigame created by TypicalType, TheSteelEagle and
worthyhiningkazoo. In Epic Minigames, players can play different mini-games each round. If players win a mini-game, they will earn 10 points (15 points on servers) that players can spend in the store. After each round, the players reappear in the hall, where a new mini-game is selected after 10 seconds. Most mini-games are usually around 30 to 90 seconds. Epic Minigames won three awards for Best
Free Multiplayer for All and the Best Game Logo during Game 5. The game received an improved lobby in August 2019. April 24, 2020, the game reached one billion visits and became the sixteenth game to surpass this milestone. Big 2 May 2020 to celebrate this milestone. Minigames Game currently has 110 minigames and 220 maps in total (excluding deleted minigames and maps) as of December 20,
2020. Playable Minigames Title Description Map number playable on large servers? Above the water (Red vs. Blue) Launch rockets at the columns of the opposite team and hit their platform. 1 Yes Precision Archery Hit Targets Before Anyone Else Does. Each normal goal gives 1 point and each gold gives 3 points. 5 Yes Avalanche Avoid being hit by avalanche pieces to survive. 1 Yes, the Aztec
adventure passage through the jungle and temple full of obstacles and complete the target before the timer runs out. During Nickelodeon: Legends of the Hidden Temple, it was originally called Hidden Treasure Trek, and players were able to get The Silver Monkey. It is still possible to play this game, but the price of the event is now unreachable; Winners will be only 10 coins or 15 coins, in Pro Servers. 1
Yes Balcony Bolt Be the first to get to the balcony by passing through a maze of doors that teleport to different rooms. Note: The minigame is no map and the location is randomly generated. 2 Yes Balloon Platoon Select the balloon that matches the color above the screen in front of other players, and you will pull out the most color-coordinated bubbles you want to win. 1 No skirmish battleship (red vs.
blue) Shoot down the other team's ships with cannons. The team that sinks all the other side's ships or the team with the largest number of battleships remaining at the end of the round wins. 1 Yes Big Bomb Boom There are 5 detonators; One is real, the other is fake. It's everyone's turn to pick one of the 5 detonators, and I hope it's not a real detonator. If so, the person who chose it will die and 5 detonator
will be reset. The last person to survive in every room wins. Note: Due to the number of players on one server, the mini-game is divided into different rooms with 3-4 players in each of them. 1 No Black Hole Scramble Jump from asteroid to asteroid and don't get sucked in the black hole. 1 Yes Blast Mining Rocks fall from above. My as many stones as possible, but not mine bombs. 1 Yes Block Hunt (red
vs. blue) Each player receives 3 blocks; Try to hide from the other team, and find the other team blocks. 2 Yes Blow Dryer Battle Blow people off a floating platform using an air dryer, and be one of the last 3 standing in it. 2 Yes Blox City Brawl Being one of the top three surviving players by not getting punched by others with fists while doing the same to others. 1 Yes Bomb Ball Every player is in the ball,
and one ball becomes a bomb. Avoid the bomb when time runs out. This will continue for several rounds. 3 Yes Bombastic Bash (Red vs. Blue) Redirect as many bombs to the other team by pressing the arrow buttons. PC: Players must use the spacebar on the keyboard to press the buttons. Mobile: Players must click a button to redirect them to the other 1 No bombs Gone Avoid falling bombs regulator
falls to the ground. 2 Yes Bowling Shonu One player must knock out using bowling balls, and all players that represent pins. 2 Yes Brickbattle Fight each other in a nostalgic environment with classic brickbattle gear including classic rocket launcher, sword, bomb, superball, slingshot, spatula, and paintball gun. 3 players with the most kills to win. Whenever someone dies, revives and can attack people. 3
Yes Bullet Bound Climb upcoming bullets to the top of the map win. 2 Yes Bullet Evasion avoid approaching bullets. Bullets are born depending on where the players stand. Bullets can also come from multiple directions at the same time. 2 Yes Cake Delivery Each door has a number. Deliver the cake to the right door before the timer runs out. 1 Yes Cannon Cooldown (Red vs. Blue) Step on all energy
pads and destroy the second team cannon. 1 Yes Castle Clash (Red vs. Blue) Fight with the team against the opponent, using the sword. The team that kills all the players in the other team or has the most players left wins. 2 Yes Castle Climb Players must climb the castle walls using platforms that increase up and down as well as turning the wheels. A missing jump would mean a fall and from the point
where the player landed. Players win when they reach the top of the castle wall. 1 Yes Clear Side (Red vs. Blue) Try to get all the volleyballs to the opposite team. The team with the smallest volleyball on their side wins. 1 Yes Cliffside Chaos Try to survive when you stand on a block in a row of blocks of 5 that can give way. In addition, there is another row of blocks from above that protrud, pushing players
out of the corresponding block of the bottom row. 4 Yes Cloud Control (red vs. blue) The team must get as many clouds as possible in color. The team with the biggest clouds in the color at the end wins. 2 Yes Collection Contention Collect toys falling from the sky in a box. At the 30 second mark, 1 of the 3 special rounds will occur: Bomb Round, Ice Round, or Speed Round. Bomb Round: The bombs will
fall along with the toys, avoiding catching them. Ice Wheel: The field will be slippery. Speed Laps: Players and falling toys will speed up. 3 players with the most toys in their boxes to win. 1 Yes Colossal Assault Players must fight one of three bosses: Volcanon, Dr. Thanatos, or Arbigrok, each boss has its own attack pattern (Volcanon shoots fireballs that create lava pools on the platform, Dr. Thanatos
shoots lasers in different sizes that players must jump over, Arbigrok fires ice balls that once they hit the ground , cause the big ground to explode the ground). All bosses also have a second attack, where a green ball appears, which players must touch to damage them; He does it 3 times to beat the boss and win the minigame. If you don't damage the boss 5 times, it will result in the boss An attack that kills
all players (no matter how much health they have) eventually loses the minigame. 3 Yes, compactor Crash Step in open space (represented by neon blue) before they are all taken (represented by gray). Players who don't get into the coupe are crushed by the compareader. This happens multiple times and after each round there are fewer and fewer bins available. 1 No Conveyor Conundrum Avoid
incoming crates to prevent them from getting into the pit. 1 Yes Crag Clamber Mobile: Climb the cliff by clicking on the buttons on the side that are the same color as the buttons on the wall. Computer: Players must click on any key they tell them to press (from WASD and arrow keys) to climb the cliff. Pressing the wrong button/color will result in a fall one step instead of going up. 1 Yes Crumble Island Avoid
falling from a crumbling island. 4 Yes Crystal Clear Crystals appear in random places; Get one before the timer runs out. 3 Yes Cube Factory (red vs. blue) Find patterns to drop cubes and be the team with the most cracked patterns. 1 Yes Deforestation Dash (Red vs. Blue) Be the first team to cut down all trees in a designated area. 2 Yes Desert Dehydration Players must catch and drink cans of Bloxy Cola
before their dehydration (represented by a health bar) results in their dying. 2 Yes Destroy statue (red vs. blue) REMAKE: Each team has its own statue. The goal of the team is to destroy the statue of the other team by claiming a cannon that will automatically shoot the statue. The first team to destroy the second statue wins. ORIGINAL VERSION: Since the sword, each team member must slash the statue
as many times as possible to earn more points than the other team. (Tip: Players can rotate while hitting the statue for more points.) 3 Yes Dizzying Decisions Pay attention to the right platform as it spins. It is highlighted by a semi-transparent green glow and accelerates with each wheel. 2 Yes Dodgeball (Red vs. Blue) Knock out as many players from the enemy team as possible with dodgeball. 2 Yes,
Downhill Roll Roll down obstacles to the end while being in marble. 2 Yes Drawing Line Players must control the pencil to follow the line drawn on the ground as they move forward and be as accurate as possible. 1 Yes Eagle Sightings players must count the eagles that fly to pass and avoid counting wolves as well. By the end of the round, the player must count the correct number of eagles. 3 Yes, Sprint
expedition players must race to the end of the map before the timer expires. 2 Yes, fishing madness players must direct the line down to fish as many fish as possible and avoid sharks. Normal gray fish give 1 point, while yellow fish give 3 points. Sharks will bite the player's line, preventing players from fishing for some time. Top 3 players with the most points to win. 1 Yes Flee the device to pass through
many obstacles and escape exploding devices before it self-destructs. 1 Yes Fight (Red vs. Blue) Eliminate the second team with flintlocks. 2 Yes Football Fever (Red vs. Blue) Score as many goals as possible by kicking a football into an opposing team goal. 1 Yes Four corners Select the horn and avoid falling into the lava. (Note: The options are random.) 4 Yes Freeze Affray (Red vs. Blue) Try to freeze
your opponent's team with a freezing ray and thaw frozen teammates. 2 Yes Gear Battle Random weapons fall from the sky. Pick them up and apply them to others to make one of the last 3 players standing. 5 Yes Gladiator Grounds All players receive a sword. Be the last one standing. 5 Yes Go underground Avoid obstacles, lava and smoke as you head underground, then straight, then up again on the
next side on the moving platform. 2 Yes, hard compression players must avoid being flattened by hydraulic presses until the timer stops. Players also stand on a conveyor that switches directions several times during the round. 2 Yes Spooky Corridors Find the right door through each corridor and be the first to reach the end. 2 Yes Hedge Way Out Find your way out of the changing maze. 1 Yes High
pressure The controller decides to release hot steam from two pipes at once. Players should avoid being swallowed up by steam, because they will die from it. 2 Yes, high-rolling players must try to guide their ball safely to the middle without rolling out of the way. 1 Yes Hurdle Hurry to jump over approaching obstacles and get to the end. 1 No Juggernaut Player One player is selected as a Coloss, while the
other players are armed with weapons. The goal of the Colossu is to kill everyone else, not to get killed, while the goal of the survivor is to kill the Coloss and not get killed by it. 1 Yes, just jump continuously to jump over the rope until time runs out. 1 Yes, the king of the hill is a hill and everyone gets a ban on the hammer; Players have to knock people downhill. The player who stays on top for the longest
time wins. 3 Yes Lane Jumping Avoid traffic and get to the end safely. 1 Yes Laser cutting Safely avoid approaching laser obstacles that accelerate every second. 3 Yes Laser lines Avoid lasers are controlled by the controller by jumping over them. 1 Yes Laser Tag Shoot other players with laser gun and be in the top 3. If a player is shot, they revive. 1 Yes Lava Forecast Avoid getting hit by falling lava balls.
Round black shadows indicate that a lava ball will fall on it. 2 Yes Lights To jump over oncoming lights, regardless of whether they are white or blue. 1 Yes Manic Mining Players will have a pickaxe when the game starts. Be the first to mine a hidden emerald. 1 Yes Marble Madness (Red vs. Blue) Players must try to store as many balls as possible in their team's pocket. 3 Yes Mechanical Mayhem Try to
avoid laser images while the machine rotates faster and faster. 2 Yes Missile Command Players Must Try to Guide Their Missiles Through an Obstacle to the end without blowing up. 1 Yes Mower Mania (Red vs. Blue) Players must work in the team to try to mow as much grass as they can. The team with the most grass mowed wins. 1 No nudges and budge players must try to push their block as far as
they can. Computer: Players must mash their A&amp;D keys to push the block. Mobile: Players must shake their device to push the block. 1 Not just one way The road lights up several times. Follow the path and be the first to reach the end. 2 Yes Orbit Snatcher players are spawned in areas and one player will control the crane claw. Avoid tearing off the crane claw of the controller. 1 No outbreak players
must avoid infection; However, if they become infected, then they should infect as many people as possible to prevent uninfected people from winning. 2 Yes, color to perfection players must replicate the colors of the image to their canvas to win. 4 Yes Penguin Pushover Avoid being pushed away by the penguins' snipe. 1 Yes Pipeworks Players must patch randomly rub holes with a hammer to avoid
pouring water. There is also a duo variant where two players must work together to avoid pouring water. 6 Yes danger platform Avoid being burned by lava while the platform is controlled by the controller. 2 Yes Protect the statue of the law quickly to prevent sparks of fire or electricity from reaching dynamite as it will explode, destroying the statue. 2 Yes, the Pyre Pit One controller controls fire rods and
wave fires, and players below must try to avoid it. 3 Yes Uncontrollable rhythms Press the right buttons to the rhythm of the music. The players with the highest points win. 1 Yes Revolution Cube Survive the revolving, trap-filled cube until the timer runs out. 2 Yes Ring Diver Collect as many rings as possible and be one of the top 3 players to collect the most rings. However, avoid bombs. 1 Yes Rocket
Rumble Launch rockets at other players and be one of the last three standing. 1 Yes Rolling Race (red vs. blue) The team must flip a giant ball over obstacles and be the first to finish. 3 Yes, Romper Stomper players must avoid being stomped from moss controlled by the controller. 1 Yes Round Race To finish the racetrack inside the ball. 1 Yes Shark Survival jump over floating obstacles quickly before the
giant shark catchs up. 4 Yes Shock absorbers Players are inside a box with three switches and one of them lights up every time. If you don't get the switch on, you'll be shocked. It's always accelerating. 1 Without shuffle skewers There are sixteen skewers, four in each direction. Some are blocked blocks to hide behind. Avoid the skewer until the end of the round. 2 Yes Slippery Sledding Slide across
glaciers and reach the end in time. Also, heavy bumping will turn players upside down, making it almost impossible to win. 2 Yes, solo swordsman Random player gets sword and raises Avoid being killed by a player. 3 Yes Pointy Spinner Players must avoid moving spinning top controlled by the controller. 2 Yes Spiral Climb Players must ascend a spiral staircase to the top of the tower in time without
obstacles. 1 Yes, teamwork (red vs. blue) Work together in the team and press the buttons to get to the center in front of the other team. 3 Yes Teetering Turmoil Avoid slipping off the tilting platform. 1 Yes, shredders players must find holes on each floor without being crushed by a shredder that slowly descends down. 6 Yes, sweeper players must jump over a constantly moving sweeper to avoid falling into
the sea. 5 Yes Tile Takeover (Red vs. Blue) Players must work in a team to try to have the most tiles on their color at the end. 4 Yes Toxic reaction The sign will grow out of water with a random color. Stand on the given color platform, as shown, so as not to fall into the toxic liquid. 4 Yes Train Trouble Avoid metal rails around while on top of a moving train. 4 Yes Treacherous tiles Random sets of tiles
begin to fall. If the player is on a tile that flashes, they must move to another tile. 1 Yes Trial Traversing Complete the obstacle course before time runs out. 5 Yes Turntable Scurry Players must find their way to the center of a complex labyrinth. Turntables indicate where it will rotate and darts will give players where it ends. 1 Yes, uncertain ground random deadly obstacles begin to appear from the ground.
Avoid them until time runs out. 2 Yes The undead on board players must fend off undead pirates trying to attack and attack their ship while defending themselves. 1 Yes Whack-a-Block (Red vs. Blue) Players must try to hit more blocks than the other team using a hammer. 3 Yes Red vs Blue is written on some of the minigames in the table about the fact that there is a red team and the blue team is fighting
against each other to gain whatever goal the minigame requires. Players on the server are randomly selected to be on both teams. Minigame Description Reason for removing Blimp Race Players got an airship to fly. The goal was to avoid obstacles and get to the end. Reserved for past events Blue Block Building The goal was to collect 47 blocks to build the house. Reserved for past bounce out events
the goal was to escape the cave by jumping on bouncy mushrooms. R15 questions about the incompatible bouncy Easter Ice Traw Goal for players was to keep the ice block in their area and prevent anyone else from accepting it. The minigame originally had only one ice block, but the minigame update added two more ice blocks that allowed more players to win. Reserved for past Orb Collection events
the goal was to collect as many balls as possible by bouncing on the cloud and then on to the other team. R15 questions about incompatible bouncing badges From August 2020, there are currently 40 badges players can earn by doing specific goals in badge descriptions. Winable Badges Title Badge Description Welcome Play Epic Minigames. Minigamer Reach Level 4 and unlock the title, 'Minigamer'.
Talented Reach level 8 and unlock the title, 'Talented'. Qualified reach level 12 and unlock the title, 'Qualified'. Trim the range at level 16 and unlock the title, 'Trimmed'. Expert Reach level 20 and unlock the title, 'Expert'. For Reach level 24 and unlock the title, 'Pro', as well as access to pro servers. Legend Reach level 28 and unlock the name, 'Legend'. Myth Reach level 32 and unlock the name, 'Myth'.
Demigod to reach level 36 and unlock the name Semi-Deity. Epic Reach level 40 and unlock the title, 'Epic'! Unbeatable win 5 mini-games in a row. Control freak Win as a controller in any of the minigame controllers, so no one else stands. Champion Be the last player standing in the Gladiator Grounds mini-game. Quick Escape Be the first player to escape the lock in the Haunted Halls mini-game. Hit the
jackpot! Be the first player to mine a hidden emerald in the mini-game Manic Mining. Just in time Be the first player to deliver a cake in the Cake Delivery mini-game. Amazing performance Be the first player to find a way out of the maze in hedge way out mini-game. Speed sledging Be the first player to cross the finish line in a mini-game, 'Slippery Sledging'. Proven to be the first player to reach the middle in
the mini-game , 'Trial Traversing'. Untouchable Win 10 mini-games in a row. There goes dinner To be the first player to reach the end in the mini-game, 'Shark Survival'. Spark of Creation Be the first player to match the image in the mini-game Paint to Perfection. Caught speeding Be the first player to reach the end in a mini-game, 'Lane Jumping'. Leader Reach the top 100 players at the highest level and
unlock the Leader'!!! Lightning bolt Be the first player to get on the balcony in the Balcony Bolt mini-game. High-roller Be the first player to get to the center in the mini-game High-Rolling. Down-roller Be the first player to reach the bottom in the Downhill Roll mini-game. Only one winner Be the first player to reach the other side in the Only One Path mini-game. Whack-a-lot On your own, blow 40 blocks in a
mini-game, 'Whack-a-Block'. Reach the top in 15 seconds in the Bullet Bound mini-game. Packed Fill the backpack with at least 10 pieces of equipment. Shopaholic Purchase 30 items from the store. Trailblazer Introduce 3 new players to Epic Minigames when they follow you into the game. Secret finder Find your way to the secret room. Winner Be on the Monthly wins the leaderboard at the end of the
month and unlock the title, 'Winner'! Minigame Master Win each minigame at least once. Mission completed complete 3 day mission and win item. Veteran Complete 30 day missions. Cannoneer get fired from a cannon in the lobby. Exclusive Badges can be obtained mainly during past events that awarded avatar items by doing the specific tasks listed in the badge descriptions. To date, Epic Minigames
has 15 exclusive badges. Image caption Badge Description Find Theodore Locate Theodore in the mini-game and get him as the prize for his ROBLOX character! Climb to the top of the mountain in a mini-game, high climb peak', and get a BFG backpack for your character. First to the top Be the first to reach the top of the mountain in the mini-game, the High Climb Peak, and get the Summer Camp
Ranger Hat for your character. Treasure found reach hidden treasure in mini-game, 'Hidden Treasure Trek', and win Silver Monkey gear for your avatar! House complete finish building your house in a mini-game, 'Blue block building' and get a Lost Village mask for your avatar. Treasure Hunter Find 5 treasure chests through various minigames, and win a Scrooge McDuck stick for your avatar! Star
Scrambler Collect all 5 stars in the mini-game, 'Black Hole Scramble', and win a Galaxy necklace for your avatar! Top Tagger Be one of the top 3 players in the mini-game, 'Laser Tag' as they make at least 5 brands, and win porg! Breeze past Be one of the first 3 players to complete a course in the Balloon Race and get airship headphones for your avatar! Eggcient Woolly Mammoth Collect Eggcient Woolly
Mammoth Eggs in mini-game, 'Easter Ice Melting'. Video Star Egg Collect Video Star Eggs when the influencer is running. Eggmin 2019 Collect Eggmin 2019 when admin Roblox is running. Epic Egg The Wicked Easter Bunny has invaded epic minigames and ravages Easter Island! The end of this chaos and the snag of epic egg for yourself. Star Creaeggtor Egg Find your favorite Roblox Video Stars in
Egg Hunt 2020 game for the chance to get this exclusive egg! Eggveloper Egg from X,Y,Z Keep an eye on roblox developers in Egg Hunt 2020 games and get a chance to get this exclusive egg! Eleggtrifying Eggmin's 2020 'Chase down your favorite Roblox admins in egg hunt 2020 games for the chance to get this exclusive egg! Placeholder There is no description. Normal Server Types Normal Servers
are standard servers that players connect to the first time they connect. Normal servers include all mini-games and maps that would otherwise not be playable on large servers. Normal servers have a capacity of 12 players. Pro Servers are more demanding than normal servers. Pro Servers awards an additional amount of coins every time you win a minigame. If players are reserved for experienced players,
they must be at least level 24 to connect to pro servers. Like normal servers, they have a capacity of 12 players. Large servers Large servers are three times larger compared to normal and Pro servers that have a capacity of 36 players. Mini-games have similar to mini-games in normal servers. However, there are modifications placed in some minigames to handle the increased capacity. Several mini-
games cannot be played due to large servers. You do not need to specify large servers. The secret room hidden in the lobby is a locked door. In the new hall is located underground near the lighthouse. In the original hall, the door could be found inside the mine next to two other unlocked doors. The secret to opening this door is by finding all 5 hats. Clicking on these 5 hats in any order would unlock access
to the secret room. New Hat Locations TypicalType is a former hat on a plant in a building with leaderboards. Worthyshiningkazo's skull was sitting on a crate near the campfire. A black-and-white fedora behind a rock near a red slide. TheSteelEagle hat under an open tent near the lighthouse. The black hat sits in the dock. Old Hat Locations TypicalType is a former hat on the counter on the second floor of
the hall. Magic hat on the glass table on the second floor of the second floor of the second side of the hall, directly through the room, the player should find a rainbow hat inside (if they do not find the witch's hat first, go to the other side of the second floor to get a TypicalType hat). A chicken hat outside the lobby is located somewhere above the store sitting on several crates. worthyshiningkazoo skull hangs
on the crystal in the center of the mine. If the player passes the entrance to the mine, he will find a rope. Go up the rope and go right. Go all the way to the top of the hall. The tree closest to the player has a mask in one of its branches. This is the last hat. Once all five hats are found, the door should be unlocked and awarded a badge to the player after the player enters it. In the original lobby, however, the
room shows no value - just a simple Easter egg. In the new hall contains an aquarium and two picture frames, which when you jump in will teleport players for the next three games from TypicalType. Participation in ROBLOX Holiday 2015 Events Main article: ROBLOX Holiday 2015 This is the first time the game has been shown at the event. The goal was to find Theodore, who is multiplying in the mini-
game to get Theodore. ROBLOX Summer Camp 2016 Main article: ROBLOX Summer Camp 2016 This is the second time the game has appeared in an event and has been sponsored by the BFG. The goal was to be the first player to climb the top of a mountain in High Peak Climb to get a Summer Camp Range Hat. The aim of the BFG was to climb to the top of the mountain in High Peak Climb to
retrieve the BFG backpack. Main article: Legends of the Hidden Temple This is the third time the game has appeared in an event. The goal was to complete the obstacle course in Hidden Treasure Trek to get silver monkey. Smouls: The Lost Village Main Article: Smouls: The Lost Village This is the fourth time the game has been featured in the event. The goal was to collect 47 blue bricks to build a house
in the Smouls mini-game to get the mask of the lost village. DuckTales Main Article: DuckTales This is the fifth time Epic Minigames has been featured in The goal was to collect five treasure chests hidden through various minigames to get the Scrooge McDuck stick. The main article about the space battle This was the sixth epic mini-game to be introduced in the event, this time sponsored by Star Wars:
The Last Jedi. To get the Galaxy necklace in the mini-game Black Hole Scramble, players had to collect five stars. To get Porg in a laser tag minigame, players had to place in the top three positions and tag other players at least five times. Kids' Choice Awards 2018 Home: Kids' Choice Awards 2018 This was the seventh time epic mini-games have appeared in an event. To get blimp headphones in the
Blimp mini-game, players had to finish in the first three rows. Egg Hunt 2019: Scrambled in Time Main Article: Egg Hunt 2019: Scrambled in Time This was the eighth epic mini-game to appear in the event. To get Eggcient Woolly Mammoth in the Easter Ice Melt mini-game, players had to move an ice cube to their area than anyone else. Egg Hunt 2020: Agents E.G.G. Main Article: Egg Hunt 2020: Agents
of EMG This was the ninth time Epic Minigames had been featured in the case. To get the Epic Egg in the Juggernaut mini-game, players had to beat the Juggernaut bunny before they were killed. Once slaughtered, the bunny will leave a few eggs. Trivia This section is a trivia section. Please transfer all relevant information to other parts of the article. Flames and sparks effects used to be achievable from
reaching a certain level in the game. This changed when daily missions were added; now they can be obtained randomly as separate effects packs, respectively, when daily missions are completed. Epic Minigames has participated in more events than any other game. Many mini-games have taken inspiration from various Mario party games. The Battle of Dr. Thanatos is based on the Battle of Negativitron
in LittleBigPlanet 2. After overcoming one billion visits, a new badge called Party Popper was added. To get the badge, the user must purchase finger laser pointers equipment from the in-game shop, and place all balloons in the lobby. They'd get the title of Popper. The badge and title will only be rewarded to the user who jumps to all positions; no one in the lobby would be rewarded with a badge. Most
music games are songs created by Waterflame. A badge named Placeholder has been used as a red herring for the Ready Player Two event. Community gallery content is available in cc-by-sa, unless otherwise noted. Noted.
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